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Notifications & Templates
Dynamic HPI includes an advanced 
notification system, including escalating 
alerts, custom content and more.

Geo-Location, Maps & GPS 
Integration
Add latitude & longitude to any object 
to instantly map it, and use your GPS to 
show metrics near you.

Witness Changes in Real Time
This is real-time monitoring, so all views 
update instantly as your source data 
changes. Great for big screens too!

Access on Any Connected Device
Take your operations center with you on 
any smartphone, tablet, PNC/Mac/Linux 
and even large screens — with no software 
required to install on the device.

Rapid, Powerful Configuration
The Dynamic HPI Designer lets you make 
changes instantly with limited training, 
plus there’s nothing to code.

Multiple Data Types & Views
Create and view HPIs, alerts, trends, 
scorecards, heat maps, bars, bullets, XY 
Plot, Pareto, GeoMaps and more.

Personalized, Easy-to-Consume 
Dashboards
User, group or role-based dashboards 
across any device. Simply click to add or 
remove and drag to resize and reorder.

Available On-Site or Cloud-Hosted
Dynamic HPI is real-time industrial-
strength software with consumer ease 
of use that can be evaluated rapidly. 
Implementation is quick, as our team can 
have you accessing your own data on your 
preferred devices within 90 minutes.

Designed for Security
Encryption, data-free sharing, active directory 
integration and object-level security provides 
state-of-the-art protection without imposing 
new requirements.

Advanced Features
Pro features including statistical 
process control, live search, advanced 
calculations, real-time analytics, remote 
configuration, links, trend comments, 
future data support, custom attributes 
and more.
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Make operational decisions with a real-time view of 
all of your data sources - on any device at any time.

To get started..
 3 Learn more about features, technical details and other information 

at neohospitals.org/covid-19/dynamic-hpi.

 3 Visit dynamichpi-covid19.neohospitals.org/covid19 using the web 
browser on the device of your choice to see the system in action.

Dynamic Health Performance Indicators (HPI) provides an up-to-the-second view 
of all of your organization’s data sources to enhance every operational process.
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LEARN MORE ABOUT THIS INNOVATIVE TOOL BY CONTACTING THE CENTER TODAY.

Native Integration
Easily create HPIs and visualize real-time 
data from thousands of industrial (loT, 
historians), web and business sources.

No New Master Data Source
Dynamic HPI can read from thousands of 
sources. It isn’t necessary to move your 
data or maintain a new master source.
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